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Inside this Issue >>Principal’s Message

Life, as we know is a journey of constant learning and unlearning. In our 
role as mentors it is up to us to look and think beyond the beaten path. To 
endorse the belief of reveling in the greatest gifts of life with a 
never-say-die attitude in every mind we touch. 

The New Year is a time to garner faith within you, discover your latent 
talents, relish your accomplishments, enjoy the simple pleasures that life 
offers you and gear up to face the challenges that come your way. One 
would expect that this period could also be a winding down period where 
you take stock of what has been and ponder on what else could be. 

As the Second Term draws to a close at MSPA, I wish to take stock of the 
activities that were successfully carried out. A plethora of competitions 
ranging from Extempore to Solo Dance, celebrations from Diwali to 
Christmas were joyously conducted. Each activity was meticulously 
organised for the holistic development of our Patricians. Unwind 
Thursdays and the MSPA Sports Club were introduced in this Term. Apart 
from all these we had a successful ISC Inspection which will foster better 
opportunities for growth. I wish to extend my heartfelt gratitude to the 
members of my MSPA family for their persevered efforts in carrying out 
their tasks diligently and painstakingly.

I am indeed looking forward to ample and more development at MSPA, in 
the Third Term of this academic year. Let us all believe in the flame of hope 
that will help us Educators, and Parents to kindle the flame of knowledge in 
the minds of the angels entrusted to our love and care. To help them form a 
bridge between fear and happiness and develop wings that let them soar 
into the realm of the unknown. 

Delightfully presenting the Second Edition of MSPA Musings. I remain. 

Yours truly,

Bro. Earnest Martin
Principal- MSPA, Pune.

 

A student asked a Sensei why the Japanese make 
their teacups so thin and delicate that they break 
easily. With utmost conviction the Sensei replied 
that the teacups were made just the way they 
were meant to be, it is the user who didn’t know 
how to handle them. One must adjust oneself to 
the environment and not vice versa.
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Come October, the calendar is marked with a chain of 

festivals. First Navratri, then Dussehra followed by 

Diwali in November and in December, Christmas is 

celebrated joyfully. Throughout the academic session 

in MSPA there is hustle and bustle with the celebration 

of so many festivals. Nevertheless, concentration on 

teaching and learning is not diluted.

With the partial opening of higher classes in October, 

there was a whiff of excitement when students started 

coming back to the classrooms, strictly following the 

Covid Appropriate Behaviour (CAB).

Still, life is far from normal. The online teaching is no 

substitute for classroom teaching where students and 

teachers interact to form invaluable life-time bonds. 

Countries world-wide have experienced learning 

losses and increased inequality as a result of virtual 

learning.

Many challenges lie ahead, but we need to learn to live 

our lives facing all impediments, fighting all obstacles 

and emerge as winners. We owe this to our children 

and we owe this to humanity.

We have compiled the Second Issue of MSPA 

Musings, to give you a glimpse of all the activities and 

accomplishments of the II Term. We have also shared 

the students’ creative expressions, encompassing their 

feelings, conveying their thoughts and emotions.

“Choose a job you love and you will never have to work a day 

in your life.”

On the eighteenth of September, the students of Grade XI had a 

seminar on – “How to Craft your Career?” by Mrs. Raakhee Vijay 

Nair. She is a recognized industrial psychologist, behaviour 

trainer, management moderator, and co-founder of Vajra 

Learning Solutions. With over 26 years of experience in 

organizational change, she has been involved in various 

educational institutions and universities as a teacher, career 

coach/career transitioner and has inspired many young 

people.

It was on the part of the school administration to organize the 

most desirable and insightful sessions for the young Patricians, 

who are deemed to be promising citizens of tomorrow. It gave 

students important prospects for their careers. "You shouldn't 

stick to one job, you have to explore the possibilities," she said. 

Inspired by her real life, she encouraged the children to see the 

different possibilities of the world. Children have realized that 

the world of career opportunities is constantly changing and  

they must be able to adapt to the environment in order to 

achieve their desired goals. The session was interactive and 

very informative.

Editorial Seminar on Craft Your Career 
for Grade XI

They say a caterpillar feels no pain as it transforms into a 

beautiful butterfly. This can hardly be said of our children who 

are on the threshold of transforming into young adults.

Their umpteen issues go unspoken... unresolved. In order to 

address these issues a session was conducted by Ms. Ivy 

Emmanuel on 18th September,2021. Effective communication,

building self confidence, handling pressure were all well 

covered during the symposium. Thus, making metamorphosis 

easy for our Patricians.

Metamorphosis – An Orientation for Grade X

Ms. Vineeta D'Cruz Ms. Aparna Singh Ms. Florence Saldanha

Ms. Rashmi Yesudas Ms. Shweta Mukherjee Mr. Savari Muthu

Editorial TeamEditorial Team
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The XXVI Rev. Bro. C.T. Ritchie Memorial Senior Inter-School 

Debate was organized virtually on 18th September, 2021. 

“This house believes that digital detox is

necessary for the welfare of lives” was the topic given to us. 

Since it was a debate, we had to be thoroughly prepared for 

the competition. We gained quite a few valuable insights 

during the preparation. We also got to know the ill effects of 

technology and understood the importance of maintaining a 

healthy balance between the real world and the digital world

and the importance of moderation in life. It was a very 

charging and lively competition. It had participants from 8 

schools from 4 different states. Many of our opponents

were very eloquent and confident. Though we did not secure 

a spot in the top three, we put up a good fight to put across our 

view points against our opponents. In a nutshell, it was a novel 

and a wonderful experience which will help us in the future.

We definitely look forward to participating in many more such 

events under the mentorship and guidance of our dear 

Principal and Teachers.

Participants

For- Gautami Mulay

Against- Kharanshu Dash

Rebuttal - Grishma Sontakke 

To develop good speaking skills and confidence in our 

students, a competition on the topic ‘My Favorite Toy’ was held 

on 28th of September, 2021. Kids described their favourite toy 

and why it is so special to them. Students had brought variety 

of toys like soft toys, legos, dolls, cars, dinosaurs etc. They  

discribed why the particular toy is their favourite.  The 

students participated in this competition with excitement to 

share information of their favourite toy. Speaking about 

something they love always makes them love it even more!                                              

Colours not only make our world beautiful but also play a 

very crucial role in our day to day activities and lives in 

general. A life without colours is like a bird without 

wings……unimaginable! The tiniest tots of MSPA, who have 

recently set out to explore the world around them, are taught 

about colours by celebrating Colour Day. Each section of the 

Kindergarten has its own colour assigned. The students 

dressed in those beautifully glowing colours created such a 

fervor that it seemed God made colours with inherent 

properties that would brilliantly draw out parts of His glory.

Their colours resplendently reflected just how their spirits 

are - pure, innocent, joy-filled and energetic. The splendid 

spectacle was a sight to behold.

Aptly said by Kamlapati Tripathi, who was an Indian politician, 

writer, journalist and freedom fighter. Hindi indeed is the 

lingua franca across much of North and Central India and the 

official language of the Indian Union. To showcase the 

importance of the day and raise awareness about the 

language, 14th September every year is celebrated as Hindi 

Diwas. There was a special literary and cultural programme 

organized in Hindi by the Hindi Department to celebrate the 

event, which commemorates the adoption of Hindi in the 

Devnagri script as one of the official languages of the nation. 

“Hindi is the soul of the Indian Culture.” 

The students’ participation 

was overwhelming. Their 

speeches, recitations and 

skit in the Hindi language 

were flawless and greatly 

appreciated.

Hindi Diwas

Colour Day LKG & UKG

Interschool War of Words

Toy Talk Competition (Grade I & II)
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MSPA Musings  First Issue Release

Brotherhood Day

The year 2021 seems to be a year of many new beginnings in MSPA. After the grand launch of the official Website, the Campus 

Care Entab App and the first ISC Batch in the First term, the Second Term had the launch of the eNewsletter MSPA Musings and 

the celebration of Brotherhood Day on 4th October 2021.

The eNewsletter,  MSPA Musings is the brainchild of our Principal Rev. Bro. Earnest Martin, who has a penchant for 

perfection, excellence and quality. It was initiated with the objective to efficaciously reflect all the important events and 

happenings at school.

The First Issue was released on 4th October 2021 by Rev. Bro. Gubendiran, Vice President and Community Leader of Patrician 

Brothers Community- Pune. The grand event was a red-letter day in MSPA. The Inaugural Issue had a grand launching in the 

You-Tube channel which was viewed by an overwhelming number of spectators. The excitement mounted exponentially.

                        “Love God and live together in peace and charity.”  

                                                                                     -Bishop Daniel Delany    
                                                                                Founder of Patrician Brothers

The Congregation of the Society of the Brothers of St. Patrick has for its crest and crowning 

the ideology of human brotherhood. Love for God and love for God’s creation irrespective of 

race, religion, caste, colour and nationality, was what motivated them to spread the light of 

education worldwide and through it their vision of brotherhood.

Therefore Brotherhood Day was celebrated on 4th October, Feast day of St. Francis of 

Assisi who is revered as the Patron and Model of Religious Brothers. 

Rev. Bro. Earnest Martin enlightened the staff on the bountiful harvest of inspiration we can 

reap from the life of St. Francis of Assisi.

Brotherhood Day will be celebrated every year to remind us that if we do not learn to live 

together in peace and harmony as brothers, we shall all perish. Brotherhood alone will 

ensure peace among all people.

Mesmerizing Moments, 
Unshackled Imagination, 
Stupendous Creativity, 

 Incredible Patricians,  
Nuanced Events, 
Grandeur Unbound, 
Scintillating Strokes

MSPA Musings ecstatically
encompasses the essence of 
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Students need to speak well in their personal lives, future 

workplaces and social interactions. Extempore is one such method 

which trains the students not only to think on the spot but also voice 

their creative ideas with precision and spontaneity. To imbibe a 

true spirit of learning and to enhance communication skills, 

English Extempore Competition is held every academic session 

for grades VI-VIII. 

The competition was conducted on-line. The students were asked 

to  select a number, the topics listed was then announced, and 

preparatory time for two minutes was given before the student was 

asked to speak. The topics varied from ‘If I get Superpowers for a 

Day’, ‘My Encounter with an Alien’, ‘Competition vs Collaboration’, 

‘Rote Learning Vs Hands-on Learning’,’ Artificial Intelligence’ and ‘ 

Virtual Reality’.  The judges evaluated the participants on content, 

articulation, expression and fluency. The competition was 

entertaining and enriching.

The World Food Day was celebrated in MSPA on 16 October, 

commemorating the founding of the United Nations Food and 

Agriculture Organization. The FAO was established with the goal 

of raising awareness about poverty and hunger, as well as taking 

the required steps to address these issues. Every year, a theme is 

chosen to honour this day. "Our actions are our future - better 

production, better nutrition, better environment, and a better 

life," is the theme for the year. In today's world, the value of health, 

the environment and life is extremely important. As members of 

society, it is our responsibility to take action, which may be 

accomplished by following a few basic steps, as Mrs. Ancy 

George explained. Ma'am educated the kids on the significance 

of eating nutritious food and staying away from junk food. She also 

emphasized the importance of not wasting food because many 

people on this planet do not have access to food regularly. So we 

should be grateful for the food we do have in order to live a 

healthy and productive life. The programme continued with 

fancy-dress presentations about healthy food, speeches on the 

significance of the day, and poetry on healthy food.

Essay Writing Competition 
grade VI-IX

English Extempore Competition: Grade VI –VIII English  Recitation Grade I-V

Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the 

thought has found words.  The  students of grade I-V , 

enthusiastically participated in the competition as they 

got an opportunity to exhibit their talents and 

confidence.

Recitation activites help students to build confidence as 

they learn to speak more accurately and persuasively.

Our children astonished everyone with their voice 

modulation and amazing memorizing skills.

E – Certificates were awarded to the best performers.

Essay writing is a crucial skill for today's students and 

future global sculptors. Mount Saint Patrick Academy's 

young authors had the opportunity to compete in the 

Essay Writing Competition for grades VI to IX and XI, 

which was held in the month of October. Beautiful and 

intelligent writings swamped the instructors' desks and 

selecting the finest proved difficult. Meghana Phakatkar 

and Vedant Yelpale from grade VI; Adaan Das, Utkarsh 

Tripathi and Ananya Kadam from grade VII;  Navika 

Naishadha, Gaurangi Madasnal and Arya Agrawal from 

grade VIII; Suhana Mohanty from grade IX; and Kusumita 

Madasnal, Madhavan Ganeshan and Aryan Sharma from 

grade XI were among the high performers.….    

MSPA opened its door to physical sessions for Grades 

VIII to XI on 13th October, 2021. A comprehensive plan 

prioritizing the safety of everyone on campus was drawn 

up weeks in advance under the guidance of our 

Principal, Rev. Bro Earnest Martin. While the students

were more than excited to get back to the dear portals of 

MSPA. The Staff was happy to get back in action after 

several months of virtual teaching. A warm welcome was 

accorded to the students by the Principal and Staff.

World Food Day 

Back to MSPA
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PTA Meeting

Diya Decoration and Lantern Making (Grade I- V) 

ISC Inspection

The progress and development of children depends on the 

joint efforts of parents and mentors. It is therefore, crucial that 

Parent body and the School work in tandem.  A PTA Meeting for 

the Second Term was organized on 23rd October, 2021. 

Representative Parents were made aware of the importance of 

the PT Association. Various matters related to the functioning of 

the school were discussed at length. It was a day of fruitful 

discussion and exchange of ideas.

Diya Decoration & Lantern Making Activity was held on 29th of 

October for grades I to V. The main purpose of this activity was to 

explore the students’ imagination, creativity and celebrate the Festival 

of Lights in its true spirit.  

 All students participated enthusiastically in the activity. Grades I & II 

painted and decorated the diyas with paints, glitters and other 

decoratives. Grades III to V decorated the earthen lamps and also 

made lanterns. The students displayed their artistic innovation by 

beautifully colouring and decorating the diyas.

Mount St. Patrick Academy in Pune geared up for an 

official inspection as directed by CISCE for the 

purpose of upgrading to ISC. Ms.Shabnam Desai, 

Principal of GEM INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL 

SCHOOL, in Karnataka paid a visit to our school on 

October 30, 2021. She was very pleased with the 

hospitality. She was very impressed with the overall 

infrastructure of MSPA Pune, including buildings, 

capacity to accommodate children, laboratories, 

playgrounds and parks. She was also enthralled with 

the documentation and log bookkeeping system that 

is consistently maintained by the faculty, the staff and 

the school management. The school is overjoyed to 

announce that it is now affiliated with ISC and 

currently has registered its first batch consisting of 

thirty-four students who will be appearing for the ISC 

Examination in the year 2023.
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Diwali Celebration

Solo Dance Competition Grand School Tour - KG Section

The five-day festival of lights is the much awaited and most extravagantly 

celebrated festival in the entire year. It is a synonym for dispelling darkness and 

welcoming light. It celebrates the triumph of light over darkness and victory of 

good over evil. It has now become a national festival that is celeberated by most 

Indians regardless of faith.

MSPA also had a joyous celebration on the 30th of October. A special 

programme was organized on the virtual platform. Students participated  in 

group dances; celebrating the delight of the glittering festival, Hindi skit; 

throwing light on the legends related to the festival  and speech reminding us 

to be mindful of the ill-effects of crackers. 

The celebration illuminated the hearts and minds of the participants and the 

viewers, filled the atmosphere with mirth, love and gaiety. It geared one and all 

to partake joyously in celebrating the festival of lights.

“Children are not born with a competitive urge ...they 

learn it.”True to its tradition of organizing multiple 

creative events for the holistic development of our 

Patricians, MSPA hosted a Virtual Solo Dance 

Competition in the month of November. The 

extravaganza showcased a multitude of dance forms 

presented zestfully by the 

The little tots from LKG and UKG had a lovely time when, they finally had 

an opportunity to enjoy the pleasure of taking a school tour. After a 

year-long wait, the UKG students happily strolled through the mazes of the 

school corridors with their parents and teachers.  The bright pleasantries 

and warm welcome that had been arranged for the fresh admits of LKG 

were equally enthralling, with colorful balloons and streamers. The 

energetic, spirited and lovable kids not only enjoyed the classroom 

experience, but also the lush green playgrounds. Their playful activities 

revived the spirit of the campus.

Poster Making Competition
Poster contests can help raise awareness and deliver 

information. To pique the public's interest in a topic, 

disclose community issues and promote awareness of 

a topic in a visually appealing, inclusive and 

entertaining manner. The youngsters have distinct 

ideas and a lot of creative concepts, which they 

express via their art. Poster-making is one such 

medium through which the responsible thoughts and 

worries for the society that children's minds contain 

can be presented in the simplest way possible.  

Mount Saint Patrick Academy held a 

'Poster-making' competition to 

encourage young people to participate 

and it goes without saying that their 

canvas of poster was a beautiful, 

symbolic depiction of their flair and 

creative concerns.

3

students of Grades I to XI. The 

students set the virtual dance 

floor on fire with their robust 

performances.

1 2
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Celebrating Children’s Day

Bhel and Sandwich-making Activity

The academic year 2021-2022 is one of continued virtual 

festivities. The Staff of MSPA replicated the activities that were 

usually conducted in the school albeit virtually. Teachers

were at their creative best as they remotely presented 

synchronized musical renditions, succinct poems, fluid dance 

performances and rib-tickling plays. All in all a vibrant moment 

taken by the mentors to 

relive their childhood in 

the times of the ongoing 

pandemic.

Bhel and Sandwich making Activity was organized by the school 

for the KinderGarten Section on the 18th November and Grades I 

to V  on 25th November 2021.

Students had to choose any one activity from Bhel making and 

Sandwich making.  This activity was conducted online. The 

students and parents pro-actively participated and prepared 

healthy vegetable sandwiches.   Children assembled the brown 

bread, cheese slice and slices of tomatoes and cucumber, sprouts, 

puffed rice and relished the delicious self-made treats . Their 

activity helped young chefs-in-learning how to be self-reliant. 

Kitchen apron, chef`s cap and plastic gloves were used to ensure 

hygiene.

Students enjoyed the activity tremendously and were very happy 

to savour the same. It also improved their five motor skills, 

language and vocabulary.
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Principal’s Day

Quiz Competitions 
(November – December)

A birthday is a day to be spent in gratitude as there are too 

many blessings life bestows on us. The staff of MSPA 

celebrated the birthday of our dynamic and diligent 

principal, whose name itself defines him; Rev. Bro Earnest 

Martin, on the 27th of November 2021. Under the 

directions of the Community Leader Rev. Bro. Gubendiran, a 

prayer service was organized, a tree-plantation drive 

conducted, birthday greetings and wishes from the Patrician 

Brothers and staff members were enunciated. The day ended 

on a happy note where the staff partook in celebrations as 

one family.

Competition is essential for the development of a pupil. It not only 

makes the youngster physically fit, but also contributes to the 

development of the child’s personality. Just as sporting events bring 

about the physical competence in the child, quizzes play a crucial 

role in the development of a child's intellectual competency. MSPA 

held  inter-class quiz competitions from grades VIII, IX and XI to 

promote this component in the young Patricians. The kids from VIII 

C, IX C, and XI A performed exceptionally well in this group activity.

Celebrating the Nativity of Christ

“Christmas is happiness because we see joy on the faces of the people we love.”

Christmas is an enchanting time at MSPA. The boundless joy of celebrating the festival of the Nativity of our 

saviour, Jesus Christ is always quite evident on the faces of Patricians. The colours of Christmas were visible in 

every corner of the facility. The celebration this year too was abounding with dances, carols, tableau and plays. 

The educators’ presentation of a medley of carols was the finale of the celebration.
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Creative Corner

Isha Shrivastava, VIII A

Isha Shrivastava, VIII A

Kimaya Shejao, V B Jay Aditya, I B

Vivian Khalkho, II C

Isha Shrivastava, VIII AAshlesha Kori, VIII A

Isha Shrivastava, VIII A
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Creative Corner

Sneha Kothawade, IX BSAHARSA SAHU, II D

Isha Shrivastava, 
VIII AIsha Shrivastava, 

VIII A

Isha Shrivastava, VIII A

Harshvardhan Bajirao Shinde, II DSAHARSA SAHU, II D

SAHARSA SAHU, II D

Akshaj Yeole VIII A
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Creative Corner

Anwesha Bharadwaj, VIII A

Ronak Bhat, VIII A

Naitika Jain, VIII A

Isha Shrivastava, 
VIII A

Sreeharsh Pawar
IV B

Shreeharsh Pawar
IV B

Shreeharsh Pawar, IV B

Shreeharsh Pawar, IV B

Isha Shrivastava, 
VIII A

Akshaj Yeole VIII A
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
DESCRIBE THE THRILL IF YOU GET SUPERPOWERS
Superheroes and superpowers fascinated me since childhood. I grew up watching 'Yokando' when I was a kindergarten 

student. Then came along ‘Bal Hanuman’, ‘Ghatothkach’, ‘Little Krishna' and many more. Now I am thirteen years old and a big 

fan of  ‘The Avengers'. I sometimes wonder how these super heroes feel having superpowers. Superpowers can be of many 

types like having power to fly, super strength, resistance to injury, time travel and much more. Now suppose, if I get 

superpowers then what would I do with it?

We are humans so everyone has some kind of power but it takes common sense to know and use it. If I get superpowers, the 

first and foremost thing I would do is undo COVID -19 pandemic. I want the world to be on track and not offbeat just because 

of a 'teeny-tiny' virus. I will use my powers to keep mother Earth safe from pollution, global warming and disasters. I will 

speed up the process of finding alternative sources of energy so that we never run out of gasoline, electricity and coal. I will 

make sure that everyone gets the basic amenities: food, shelter and clothes. I will make my home high-tech using automated 

machines to reduce my parents’ work.

I would do everything in my power to promote space travel and time travel. Finding aliens and alien planets will be one of the 

expeditions. We will have friendly relations with the aliens. I will make a protective shield around the earth using water and 

air molecules in case the aliens attack Earth! 

I will fly around the world with supersonic speed, dive into the deepest ocean, climb the majestic Mount Everest, walk with 

lions, tigers and rhinoceros. I will have a lot of fun with my friends. I will traverse the universe to see the galaxies and the Milky 

way. I will make everyone obey me and my friends with my powers. I will do everything in my power to promate education for 

gaining knowledge and not for exam purpose. Exams take away the essence of education. I will have psychic powers to read 

everyone's mind and act accordingly. I will have visions of the future to know everything. I would heat milk with ‘laser eye’ 

power and make icecreams with my ‘freeze breath’ in a span of seconds. I would sit on top of the Eiffel tower and Burj Khalifa. 

I will go invisible to prank my friends and sister.

My friends and I will also visit Moon and Venus, fly over Amazon river basin and admire the beauty of the vast oceans. We will 

have a look at the earth from space. I am sure the blue planet will look beautiful. We will study history by actually living in it. 

We will also travel to the dinosaur era to know more about them and ride them. We will time travel back in times of Ram, 

Lakshman, Hanuman and Krishna to meet them. We will spend time with sages to know their source of knowledge and their 

spiritual powers.

‘It is not the power that corrupts man but man misuses power’. I agree with this statement completely. I understand that with 

power comes responsibility. It has to be used sensibly otherwise it will not take much time for destruction. I will give hope and 

faith to everyone to face the challenges of life. I will use my powers for the betterment of all. I will make sure that on earth no 

one is left behind or feels lonely. I will make Earth a better place to live in. 

Unwind Thursday and PT Sessions
At MSPA, we believe in providing multiple platforms for showing the creative 

endeavours of our children, and thus ‘Unwind Thursday’ was initiated by our 

Principal Rev. Bro. Earnest Martin. Art and Craft, culinary, conversation, 

story-telling and a multitude of intra-class activities are organized by the Class 

Teachers. The pinnacle of talent presented during the Unwind Sessions is a 

treat to watch. Physical fitness has always been given ample importance at 

MSPA. The pandemic could not restrain our Sports mentors from providing 

virtual physical fitness training to the students. A weekly one-hour live session 

on Yoga, Aerobics, Zumba, et cetera is conducted for the students.

Gaurangi Madasnal  VIII C.
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
From Darkness to Light 

Existence of Covid-19

Over the last two years, the globe has been irrevocably changed by the Covid-19 pandemic, causing a great deal of chaos. 

Many people have perished, and the global economy has been on the verge of collapsing. Multitudes have been afflicted by 

hunger and poverty. Even though the epidemic has had so many unpleasant consequences, there is always another side to a 

coin. To begin with, the Covid-19 epidemic has mentally fortified us. Remember how terrifying the 2019 pandemic was when 

it was first identified, and how vulnerable people were in the early phases of the blockade!

The pandemic has also brought our family closer together. Who can forget the time we spent with our families? After all, 

nothing binds as strongly as calamity.  Humans have become closer as a result of it. We have made it through the difficult 

times, thanks to people aiding one another and standing together. After all, who would have guessed in their wildest 

fantasies at the start of 2019 that by the end of the year, we would be locked up in our own homes? At the very least, the 

covid-19 is environmentally friendly. When humans did not pollute the environment, it made the planet greener and cleaner.  

After all, it taught us that, humans are frail, compared to the formidable nature. Nature can endanger human life at any time. 

Humankind has fought a great many natural disasters in the forms of earthquakes and droughts but when it’s Covid there is 

constant doubt about our strength and capacity.  To end the pandemic, we have to fight Covid -19 a little more.

The whole world is suffering from the deadly pandemic which we know as Covid- 19.

People say because of a bat, covid -19 came into existence.

It is right but I think, it has not spread because of any innocent creature but because of  humankind which let the virus to 

spread and carelessly ignored it.

In the beginning people were warned, not to go out of their houses often, to wear mask, to use sanitizers, to keep social 

distancing, but I think some of them chose not to follow these precautions but to enjoy their lives and because of their 

careless action millions of people died.

If we go outside our houses, there are hundrends of people not taking precautions, it seems to me like nothing has ever 

happened, there is nothing such as covid 19 there, people are roaming casually. 

We don’t have any case, that doesn’t mean there is no covid.

Our battle with covid-19 is not over yet.

The Indian government is also helping people to get covid -19 vaccinations so that our lives get normal like before but still 

there are some people who don’t want to take vaccines.

It is foolish of us not supporting the government, the community helpers and the people in this bad time. 

We should at least think about the community helpers who have been working to make our lives better. 

We must follow the precautions to get rid of covid forever and live our lives just like before.

In any way on any day:  prevention is better than cure.

Bharat Singh Rajpurohit XI A

 Katya Kriti  VI A.
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
Describe your Fantasy World
           Each one of us imagines a world that we dream to live in.  A world of their choice, their likes and passion and all 

the goodness that they wish and desire are included in this world.

            Though the truth is that we cannot live in such a world, a dream-world does exist in each one of us. 

            I too have a fantasy world of my own. I dream big, far and wide of the world that I live in. I dream of a world where 

there is no hatred and violence. I have read in the newspapers, seen on television and heard my elders speak of the 

unhappiness in the world today. 

            I am sad and afraid to live in such a world that is full of sins and negativity. I have a dream-world where there is no 

violence, no hatred, no greed, but peace, love and harmony. A world where humankind helps each other and is not 

jealous of each other, where people are not categorized based on their caste and creed, where there is no difference 

between the rich and poor, but rather considered as equals. A world where there is lots of fun, goodness and where it is 

safe for every human being who lives there.

           Though this is a dream, I sincerely wish that our world would one day become a place filled with love and harmony 

rather than what man does, with all his hatred. We need to guide the coming generation and we have the equal 

responsibility of showing them the right path in life. Though this is my fantasy world, I would strive in every way that I 

could, to get my dream to reality. Show that the world could be a much better place and when my dream comes true, it 

would be worth having such a dream.

               So, always dream high and try getting your dreams come true because the fulfilment of a dream is a great feeling 

and is indeed a great success to have a fantasy world come true. Let us hope that each of our fantasy worlds are much 

better and happier than the world we live in now. 

In the real world ironically, fakeness abounds in plenty

What is projected to be true is far-fetched from reality.

Truth often remains unheard, goes unnoticed, lies unearthed.

The world bows down to fallacy. You may call it obnoxious,

Tag it horrendous, label it scandalous

Such is the world’s astounding stupidity:

Virtue is outdated, vice reigns supremely.

But how long will truth be eclipsed? How far will falsehood 

saunter?

God has a way of making things fair. His Justice does not 

slumber.

He will reward the righteous. His Justice shall rule forever.

My poetry is the sacred shrine in the very core of my 

existence,

Where my thoughts and feelings dwell, all emotions raw 

and real with time subside or swell.

My poetry is the secret chamber that houses all my scars,

It also has the musings of all my vacant hours.

My poetry is my soul soothed in a silent cry expressed.

My poetry is my wounds healed which the world has oft 

ignored.

My poetry is the passionate outpourings of my heart that 

at times bleeds.

My poetry is the fabricated fantasy which the spindle of 

my mind weaves.

My poetry is a therapy that makes me entirely whole.

My poetry is the warmth of my spirited sunny soul.

My poetry is the merry tune I sweetly sing all day.

My poetry is my queendom I rule it all the way! 

His Justice My Poetry

Vineeta D’Cruz, HOD English

Navika Naishadha , VIII – B
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
A Fascinating Dream

My Cookie

      It was just another totally normal, nothing more than run-of-the-mill night. It was Saturday and nearly 11:00 p.m. Thirty 

minutes past my bedtime, but my mom didn’t say anything, as the next day was Sunday and she was watching a movie. I 

was lying on my bed and reading a book; ‘20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, by Jules Verne. Soon I felt drowsy, I decided to 

keep the book down and get some sleep. I could not guess what time it was, when I suddenly woke up with a jolt. I looked 

around …nothing out of the ordinary…or was it? Just as I was going back to sleep, a book, caught my eye. It wasn’t a 

normal book, it seemed to be glowing a shade of golden and glossy purple. Then, as if some mysterious force had caught 

hold of me, I was suddenly lifted off my bed. I tried to scream but my voice seemed muted. I was terrified beyond belief. 

I was being pulled towards the book and then I managed to take a look at its cover! It was the same book I was reading 

that night! How could it be? But it was. I was sucked into the book through some kind of portal, as far as I can recall, I was 

knocked out. When I woke up, it was morning, and the sun was so bright that it was straining my eyes. I tried to cover them 

when I noticed, I was  handcuffed. I looked around and saw that I was in something not huge, but gigantic. The 

surroundings seemed like an ultra-luxury room of a plush hotel. Then the doors to the room burst open, in walked a man. 

Short, with steel-rimmed spectacles, dressed in an old-fashioned way. When he spoke, I realized that he was speaking in 

French, so I replied ‘je ne comprends pas’. This was all I knew in French, so he replied, “I’m sorry monsieur, what I wanted 

to say is that the nautilus is under attack from a giant devilfish.” Nautilus! Giant devilfish! I was in the book! I was in the 

submarine! Since I had read the entire book many times, I told him all the weapons they needed to slay the devilfish. After 

the mission was complete, a portal opened, and I realized at once it was time to go home. The submarine’s captain and 

crew bid me goodbye, I entered the portal, and I was back in my room. I opened my eyes, my mom was beside me, she 

was telling me to get up. I asked her if I was in my room all night. She nudged me “Don’t  ask silly questions,” and apprised 

me that I was mumbling some words in French. That’s when I realized …it was all a dream, a mysterious and a fascinating 

dream!

I was eight years old when my mom bought Cookie home. I waited for her since forever. When I was quite young, I used 

to see people walking their pets around and enjoying their company, since then I wanted a pet. Almost every day I 

requested mom to bring home a pet but the answer was always ‘no’. My mom went to office and I used to spend my day 

with my grandmother. My mom did not want to get a pet as I was too young to take care of it and my mom did not want to 

burden my grandmother. I always used to request mom to get me a dog. One fine day mom told me we had to go out to 

bring my grandmother’s medicine but she took me to the pet shop. There I saw my Cookie, she was a little fluff ball, she 

was running, jumping and over-joyed. We bought Cookie home and since that day my life completely changed. I became 

more responsible and punctual. My morning started with taking her for a walk and the day ended cuddling her. 

Everything seemed to be too good to be true; it all felt like a dream. Days passed and everybody became very busy in 

their lives, I was in high school and my study time increased. My mom was going to office and my grandmother aged. We 

were so busy in our lives that we didn’t pay much attention to her. Lockdown was the time when we started to spend more 

time with her and everything was just perfect but then one day, she was infected with a disease. Doctors said she will be 

cured in no time but it became more serious day by day and soon the fateful day arrived. It has been six months since she 

left us, but it still feels like I’ll wake up the next morning and she will be sitting there looking at me with her cute shiny 

eyes, waiting for me to take her out. Having a pet is a great experience, you learn a lot but losing them is the toughest 

thing ever!

Varun Kumar  VI B

Ishita  Ambre IX B
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STUDENTS’ ARTICLES
How Internet has Changed the World
As science and technology have evolved, our lifestyle has experienced enormous changes. From the first telephone to 

the first medical drug, every invention and discovery, innovation and development has significantly affected life across 

the globe. The same is applicable to internet as well. Since the first internet connections were laid in the late 1950’s, the 

world has undergone uncountable changes, thanks to the power of the World Wide Web. From the basic needs to the 

utmost luxuries, almost every aspect of our lifestyle is now impacted by the internet. In the future, the dependence on the 

internet and its role in our lives is expected to grow more. The world is now a global city and internet in many ways is 

responsible for that. With the power of the www and smartphones, we can now connect with anyone, anytime from 

anywhere.

No one would have ever imagined that business could be performed across the world through a computer, but the 

internet has made it possible. With the advent of information technology, more and more people are using it as a great 

platform to promote their goods and services. Starting from small entrepreneurship firms to multinational companies, 

almost all types of business are using the internet to its fullest.

With the usage of the internet, imparting education is now possible from the comforts of our home. All over the world, 

online education has brought a revolution in teaching-learning, sharing and gaining knowledge. If you have an internet 

connection and a computer, you can easily enroll in any educational program anywhere in the world.

Many reputed schools, colleges across the world now offer a number of online educational programs in diverse fields. 

The internet now acts as the ultimate guide to all the information and queries about beauty, style, fashion, lifestyle, 

personal grooming and much more. There are many websites that provide professional and expert information, 

guidance and tips on various aspects that enhances one’s personality. 

Apart from these, there are a myriad sectors where the internet has done amazing wonders. Some of them are health 

care, sports, multimedia, manufacturing and retail, public administration, banking and a lot more. With advancement in 

science and technology, more and more sectors are coming under the umbrella of the internet and its boom is expected 

to become boomer with the passage of time.

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House
1 Aryahi Rai 1 I B Shastri
2 Harshit Mathsa 2 I B Shastri
3 Vedant Toshniwal 3 I B Gandhi
4 Anusha Shegavi 1 II A Tagore
5 Veronica Sen 2 II A Tagore
6 Kumar Ayushman 3 II A Nehru
7 Arnav Kamlesh Jaware 1 II B Gandhi
8 Vedika Amol Salunke 2 II B Tagore
9  Aadhya Shrikant Margam 3 II B Nehru

10 Aarushi Gaur 1 III A Gandhi
11 Aaradhya Sonpimple 2 III A Nehru
12 Mitali Diddi 3 III A Gandhi
13 Nishtha Chandra 1 III B Tagore
14 Sejal Sinha 2 III B Nehru
15 Rivansh Narnaware 3 III B Shastri

Arya Agrawal VIII B

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House
1 Somesh Naik 1 V A Nehru
2 Akshara Badhe 2 V A Tagore
3 Shruti Khandve 3 V A Nehru
4 Sanhita Singha 1 V B Shastri
5 Saanvi Kumar 2 V B Tagore
6 Arnav Wagh 3 V B Shastri
7 Aarush Agarwal 1 V C Tagore
8 Aditya Patankar 2 V C Tagore
9 H.Harshita 3 V C Gandhi

Virtual Co-Curricular Activity Results
Virtual Family Talent Show I-III VEnglish Essay Writing Competition
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ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

Solo Dance Competition Poster Making Competition

EXTEMPORE

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House

1 Meghana Phakatkar 1 VI A Tagore

2 Vedant Yelpale 1 VI C Nehru

3 Tapasya Bhuyan 1 VI B Shastri

4 Ansh Roop Rai 1 VI B Tagore

5 Adaan Das 1 VII B Nehru

6 Utkarsh Tripathi 2 VII C Gandhi

7 Ananya Kadam 3 VII A Gandhi

8 Navika Naishadha 1 VIII B Gandhi

9 Gaurangi Madasnal 2 VIII C Nehru

10 Arya Agarwal 3 VIII B Nehru

11 Suhana Mohanty 1 IX C Tagore

12 Kusumita Madasnal 1 XI A -

13 Madhavan Ganeshan 2 XI A -

14 Aryan Sharma 3 XI A -

VIII C

Durva Hande

Gaurangi Madasnal

Sarthak Gawali

Kushal Agarwal

IX C

Kharanshu Dash

Aryan Kumar

Maulika Chatterjee

Suhana Mohanty

XI  A 

Muzammil Manyar

Reva Sangam

Tanishqa Puttelu

Jay Gautam
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Kshitij Gaikwad

Aditi Shourie

Arya Agarwal

Devyani Gambhir

IX B

Phalguni Gupta

Jossane Jenish

Amankhan Pathan

Vedant Ilag

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House

1 Harshwardhan Makashir 1 VI A Shastri

2 Arnav More 2 VI A Tagore

3 Akshita Yadav 2 VI C Gandhi

4 Varun Kumar 3  VI B Gandhi

5 Shivanjali Yadav 3 VI C Shastri

6 Shardul Satpute 1 VII B Nehru

7 Sonam Gutte 1 VII A Tagore

8 Sanmit Gaikwad 2 VII A Shastri

9 Saranya Kumar 2 VII B Tagore

10 Jasweeta Salvi 3 VII C Nehru

11 Gaurangi Madasnal 1 VIII C Nehru

12 Arya Agarwal 2 VIII B Nehru

13 Saanvi Thampi 3 VIII A Gandhi

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House
1 Akshita Yadav 1 VI C Gandhi
2 Meghana Phakatkar 2 VI A Tagore
3 Sanvee Deotale 1 VII C Tagore
4 Naitika Jain 1 VIII A Tagore
5 Kamerin Kalluveettil 2 VIII C Nehru
6 Isha Shrivastava 3 VIII A Nehru
7 Tejas Naik 1 IX B Tagore
8 Tanishqa Puttelu 1 XI A -

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House

1 Meghana Phakatkar 1 VI A Tagore

2 Katya Kriti 2 VI A Tagore

3 Neel Linge 3 VI A Shastri

4 Aishwarya Bhosale 1 VI B Gandhi

5 Ratika Chinchwaday 2 VI B Gandhi

6 Ansh Rai 3 VI B Tagore

7 Vedant Yelpale 1 VI C Nehru

8 Aarohi Avachare 2 VI C Nehru

9 Prajeet Gawas 3 VI C Nehru

10 Surya Bag 1 VII C Shastri

11 Adaan Das 2 VII B Nehru

12 Rutuja Patil 3 VII A Nehru

13 Sujata Murmu 1 VIII C Gandhi

14 Anwesha Bharadwaj 2 VIII A Gandhi

15 Navika Naishada 3 VIII B Gandhi

16 Ridhima Bharadwaj 1 IX B Nehru

17 Yash Badhe 2 IX A Gandhi

18 Atharvaa Jorwekar 3 IX C Shastri

19 Amruta Lagad 1 XI A -
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Virtual Co-Curricular Activity ResultsVirtual Co-Curricular Activity Results
Toy Talk I & II

Solo 
Dance

Competition
I - V

III to VEXTEMPORE
Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House

1 Palaksh Ghosh I I A Gandhi
2 Anvika Gupta II I A Gandhi
3 Advait Sharma III I A Tagore
4 Nirvi Bhave I I B Shastri
5 Vyaan Gupta II I B Nehru
6 Ishan Yadav III I B Nehru
7 Rudra Karbhal I I C Shastri
8 Shravi Shelke II I C Gandhi
9 Sohani Pagare III I C Shastri
10 Vedika Vedashri I I D Gandhi
11 Vivaan Magare II I D Shastri
12 Yashasvi Narwariya III I D Tagore
13 Samarth Vaidya I II A Gandhi
14 Veronica Sen II II A Shastri
15 Aarush Rana III II A Gandhi
16 Vihaan Nair I II B Nehru
17 Aarav Nimbhorkar II II B Nehru
18 Varad Pahade III II B Shastri
19 Vaikhari Khandar I II C Tagore
20 Hridhaan Kabra II II C Shastri
21 Durvank Yadav III II C Shastri
22 Sharanya Kale I II D Shastri
23 Advay Ganatra II II D Shastri
24 Saharsa Sahu III II D Shastri

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House
1 Swaroop Darokar I III A Gandhi
2 Nirvik Jain II III A Gandhi
3 Tejas Bhatia III III A Nehru
4 Sejal Sinha I III B Nehru
5 Advik Kumar II III B Gandhi
6 Dwij Solanki III III B Shastri
7 Ekaaksh Sharma I III C Shastri
8 Jordan Nadar II III C Nehru
9 Rutvi Ghugare III III C Tagore
10 Stuti Patil I III D Tagore
11 Vihas Choudary II III D Tagore
12 Sarthak Shinde III III D Shastri
13 Amyra Bhatewara I IV A Shastri
14 Vihani Pagare I IV A Gandhi
15 Sayyam Chandak II IV A Nehru
16 Aasiyaa Gajarmal III IV A Gandhi
17 Enoch Thomas I IV B Tagore
18 Siddhiksha Nanda II IV B Shastri
19 Anvita Shegave III IV B Tagore
20 Satwik Pal I IV C Nehru
21 Shad Attarwala II IV C Gandhi
22 Shreyas Jena III IV C Tagore
23 Tanishka Jadhav I V A Nehru
24 Tanusha Kene II V A Tagore
25 Uttkarsh Mishra III V A Tagore
26 Pranali Ghadge I V B Shastri
27 Rudransh Ghate II V B Tagore
28 Maithili Chavan III V B Shastri
29 Saher Pathan I V C Nehru
30 Avanish Patil I V C Nehru
31 Aditya Patankar II V C Shastri
32 Harshita H III V C Gandhi
33 Subandhav Dubey III V C Shastri

III to V English Recitation 
Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House

1 Aradhya Sonpimple 1 III A Nehru
2 Amay Singh 2 III A Shastri
3 Tanaya Jamdade 3 III A Nehru
4 Sejal Sinha 1 III B Nehru
5 Nishtha Chandra 2 III B Tagore
6 Aarav Singh 3 III B Gandhi
7 Sansmit Shinde 1 III C Nehru
8 Prisha Gaikwad 2 III C Nehru
9 Yash Mittal 3 III C Tagore
10 Anushree Suryavanshi 1 III D Shastri
11 Titiksha Shikawat 2 III D Gandhi
12 Anushka Botre 3 III D Gandhi
13 Aahana Shandilya 1 IV A Tagore
14 Anvi Jain 2 IV A Shastri
15 Aarya Deshpande 3 IV A Tagore
16 Siddiksha Nanda 1 IV B Shastri
17 Shreeya Auti 2 IV B Gandhi
18 Anvita Shegavi 3 IV B Tagore
19 Shad Attarwala 1 IV C Gandhi
20 Sanghvi Pandey 2 IV C Tagore
21 Jayani Joshi 3 IV C Nehru
22 Trisha Bhosale 1 V A Shastri
23 Parth Milind Nivandikar 2 V A Nehru
24 Janhavi Mulay 3 V A Nehru
25 Vivaan Andhare 1 V B Shastri
26 Saanvi Kumar 2 V B Tagore
27 Aarya Bhalerao 3 V B Gandhi
28 Avanish Patil 1 V C Nehru
29 Kashvi Shrivastava 2 V C Tagore
30 Saher Pathan 3 V C Nehru

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House

1 Nagavarapu Varnika 1 I B Nehru

2 Vibha Shinde 2 I C Shastri

3 Anvika Gupta 3 I A Gandhi

4 Samarth Vaidya 1 II A Gandhi

5 Ariha Ramteke 2 II A Gandhi

6 Mukta Kurde 3 II D Shastri

7 Sejal Sinha 1 III B Nehru

8 Swara Ilag 2 III C Tagore

9 Advika Raman 3 III A Shastri

10 Sidshiksha Nanda 1 IV B Shastri

11 Akshara Khodade 2 IV A Gandhi

12 Anvi Jain 3 IV A Shastri

13 Jayani Joshi 3 IV C Nehru

14 Shreeya More 1 V C Gandhi

15 Janhavi Mulay 2 V A Nehru

16 Pranali Ghadge 3 V B Shastri
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Virtual Co-Curricular Activity ResultsVirtual Co-Curricular Activity Results

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House
1 Avika Singh 1 I A Tagore
2 Palaksh Ghosh 2 I A Gandhi
3 Remo Ghorpade 2 I A Gandhi
4 Aaryav Salvi 3 I A Gandhi
5 Vyaan Gupha 1 I B Nehru
6 Aryahi Rai 2 I B Shastri
7 Ananya Kharabe 3 I B Nehru
8 Shambhavi Walke 1 I C Tagore
9 Sai Mhaske 2 I C Shastri
10 Vedant Goel 3 I C Gandhi
11 Vedika Vedashri 1 I D Gandhi
12 Vania Tahiliani 2 I D Tagore
13 Yashasvi Narwariya 3 I D Tagore
14 Samarth Vaidya 1 II A Gandhi
15 Shanaya Karakavalsa 2 II A Shastri
16 Evaansh Patni 3 II A Nehru
17 Vijul Bharadwaj 1 II B Shastri
18 Trishita Joshi 2 II B Nehru
19 Alisbha Anam 3 II B Tagore
20 Durvank Yadav 1 II C Shastri
21 Pradnesh Shriprasad Damodar 2 II C Gandhi
22 Vivian Khalkho 3 II C Gandhi
23 Shubhya Sahu 1 II D Tagore
24 Ishita Shingate 2 II D Nehru
25 Advay Ganatra 3 II D Shastri

Sr.No Name of the Student Position Class/Div House
1 Mrunali Thube 1 I A Shastri
2 Aashi Singh 2 I A Nehru
3 Chaitanya Bajare 3 I A Tagore
4 Kavya Nikam 1 I B Shastri
5 Krisha Shinde 2 I B Gandhi
6 Pranav Methe 3 I B Gandhi
7 Rudra Karbhal 1 I C Shastri
8 Sai Mhaske 2 I C Shastri
9 Shambhavi Walke 3 I C Tagore
10 Vedika Vedashri 1 I D Gandhi
11 Yashasvi Narwariya 2 I D Tagore
12 Tanvi Mohapatra 3 I D Shastri
13 Shanaya Karakavalasa 1 II A Shastri
14 Kavya Baheti 2 II A Gandhi
15 Arya Khandve 3 II A Shastri
16 Hansuja Jain 1 II B Shastri
17 Devansh Bangia 2 II B Nehru
18 Jiya Jangid 3 II B Tagore
19 Sara Wagh 1 II C Tagore
20 Aryan Patil 2 II C Tagore
21 Durvank Yadav 3 II C Shastri
22 Sanvi Dakulge 1 II D Nehru
23 Shourya Waghchoure 2 II D Nehru
24 Aarohi Thombare 3 II D Gandhi
25 Aardhya Sonpimple 1 III A Nehru
26 Hayati Patel 2 III A Tagore
27 Anvi Dukare 3 III A Nehru
28 Dwij Solanki 1 III B Shastri
29 Aarav Singh 2 III B Gandhi
30 Prisha Singh 3 III B Nehru
31 Anannya Khedkar 1 III C Tagore
32 Ekaaksh Sharma 2 III C Gandhi
33 Shreya Mohite 3 III C Gandhi
34 Vanshita Bhosale 1 III D Tagore
35 Swara Shinde 2 III D Nehru
36 Aarush Singh 3 III D Gandhi
37 Aditya Kulkarni 1 IV A Shastri
38 Aarav Porwal 2 IV A Nehru
39 Ishani Ranjith 3 IV A Shastri
40 Rudra Shinde 1 IV B Tagore
41 Stuti Singh 2 IV B Nehru
42 Shreeharsh Pawar 3 IV B Tagore
43 Kritika Sinha 1 IV C Nehru
44 Pranita Jadhav 2 IV C Gandhi
45 Shad Attarwala 3 IV C Gandhi
46 Akshara Badhe 1 V A Tagore
47 Janhavi Mulay 2 V A Nehru
48 Niveditha Kaligineedi 3 V A Gandhi
49 Aarush Jadhav 1 V B Tagore
50 Ayush Rajpurohit 2 V B Gandhi
51 Saanvi Kumar 3 V B Tagore
52 Kashvi Srivastava 1 V C Tagore
53 Sai Sonawane 2 V C Nehru
54 Sahil Uniyal 3 V C Tagore

English Recitation I & II Hindi Handwriting I-V
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2/2/22   :-Foundation Day

5/2/22    :-Quiz [I-VII]

14/2/22  :-III Unit Test [I-VII]

18/2/22  :-Fancy Dress [KG Section]

19/2/22  :-Shivaji Jayanti [ Holiday]

26/2/22  :-Marathi Day Celebration

27/2/22  :-Marathi Divas

28/2/22  :-National Science Day,

                  Science Exhibition [I-VII]

1/3/22   :-Maha Shivaratri [Holiday]

8/3/22   :-International Women’s Day

17/3/22 :-St.Patrick’s Day

19/3/22 :-Holi [Holiday]

22/3/22 :-World Water Day

28/3/22 :-III Term Examination Begins [ LKG –VII]

10/4/22:-Ram Navami [Holiday]

14/4/22:-Mahavir Jayanti/Ambedkar Jayanti [Holiday]

15/4/22:-Good Friday [Holiday]

18/4/22: -Open Day [LKG-VII]
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